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Abstract: We present the design of a tapered nanocavity, obtained by sandwiching a photonic wire section between a planar gold reflector and a few-period Bragg mirror integrated into the tapered wire. Thanks to its ultrasmall mode volume \(0.71 \lambda^3/n^3\), this hybrid nanocavity largely enhances the spontaneous emission rate of an embedded quantum dot (Purcell factor: 6), while offering a wide operation bandwidth (full-width half-maximum: 20 nm). In addition, the top tapered section shapes the cavity far-field emission into a very directive output beam, with a Gaussian spatial profile. For realistic taper dimensions, a total outcoupling efficiency to a Gaussian beam of 0.8 is predicted. Envisioned applications include bright sources of non-classical states of light, such as widely tunable sources of indistinguishable single photons and polarization-entangled photon pairs.
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emitted light is reflected at the semiconductor-air interface and the resulting collection event. In the case of a quantum emitter in a semiconductor bulk material, the majority of the probability of collecting a photon into the first lens of the optical detection setup per emission is typically restricted to only a few percent. To achieve high efficiency, it is thus measured as one minus the normalized area of the light emission and ensure a good coupling to the collection optics.


1. Introduction

Within optical quantum information processing [1] and linear optics quantum computing, the quantum bits are encoded in single photons. A key component is thus a highly efficient source emitting single indistinguishable photons on-demand [2]. A well-established platform for such a deterministic single-photon source (SPS) is based on a quantum emitter, e.g. a semiconductor quantum dot (QD) [3], a nitrogen-vacancy center [4] or an organic dye molecule [5] in a host material. Though quantum efficiencies can be very high for these systems, achieving high extraction efficiency represents a major challenge in SPS engineering, and an important figure of merit is the collection efficiency $\varepsilon$ [6] defined as the probability of collecting a photon into the first lens of the optical detection setup per emission event. In the case of a quantum emitter in a semiconductor bulk material, the majority of the emitted light is reflected at the semiconductor-air interface and the resulting collection efficiency is typically restricted to only a few percent. To achieve high efficiency, it is thus necessary to place the emitter inside a structured environment [6,7] in order to control the light emission and ensure a good coupling to the collection optics.

Another important figure of merit is the indistinguishability of emitted photons [8] measured as one minus the normalized area of the $\tau = 0$ peak in a Hong-Ou-Mandel two-photon interference experiment. Though quantum efficiencies can be very high for these systems, achieving high extraction efficiency represents a major challenge in SPS engineering, and an important figure of merit is the collection efficiency $\varepsilon$ [6] defined as the probability of collecting a photon into the first lens of the optical detection setup per emission event. In the case of a quantum emitter in a semiconductor bulk material, the majority of the emitted light is reflected at the semiconductor-air interface and the resulting collection efficiency is typically restricted to only a few percent. To achieve high efficiency, it is thus necessary to place the emitter inside a structured environment [6,7] in order to control the light emission and ensure a good coupling to the collection optics.
photon interference experiment. Whereas the coherence time in atomic systems is generally life-time limited, emitters in solid-state systems interact with the environment leading to decreased coherence times and reduced indistinguishability. Decoherence mechanisms include fast fluctuations of the exciton energy due to Coulomb interaction with the electrostatic environment of the QD [9] occurring on a few ns timescale [10] as well as phonon-induced decoherence arising as a result of interactions between excitons and lattice vibrations in the solid-state environment via deformation potential coupling [11–13]. High-efficiency SPSs generally operate in the weak QED coupling regime, where the impact of these decoherence mechanisms can be significant since the photon emission time is longer [11] than the characteristic emitter-phonon interaction or exciton energy fluctuation timescales. It is thus beneficial to accelerate the photon emission rate to overcome both phonon-induced decoherence and spectral diffusion.

While highly efficient single-photon generation [14,15] and highly indistinguishable photon emission [16,17] have each been reported separately, the development of an SPS displaying both properties simultaneously is still a major open challenge, which requires further conceptual and design efforts to be successfully addressed. Conceptually, the microcavity [18] approach relies on significant Purcell enhancement to ensure a high efficiency [19,20], and a careful spectral alignment of the cavity and the emitter lines as well as a spatial alignment of the emitter position and the field maximum are thus required. An efficiency of 0.79 was demonstrated for a micropillar SPS [21] fabricated using an in situ fabrication technique [22] to achieve both alignments. The micropillar SPS benefits from the Purcell effect to accelerate photon emission, and in the same work an indistinguishability of 0.82 was demonstrated [21] using non-resonant excitation for a micropillar with a Purcell enhancement of 3.9. To improve the indistinguishability several groups have implemented resonant fluorescence excitation to avoid time-jitter-induced decoherence, which has led to the very recent demonstrations of 0.99 indistinguishability combined with extraction efficiencies of 0.6 for micropillar SPSs fabricated using a randomly positioned QD [23] or using in situ fabrication [24]. These devices benefit from the Purcell effect to accelerate photon emission with Purcell factors of ~6-7. However, a drawback of the microcavity approach is its narrow band preventing large tuning of the QD emission line. Additionally, since entangled photon pair generation using the exciton-biexciton cascade requires efficient outcoupling of both the exciton and the biexciton transitions, rather complex dual-cavity schemes [25] are required for entangled photon pair generation.

To overcome these limitations, broadband approaches are currently actively investigated. Among the ones which offer a far-field emission perpendicular to the chip plane, the microlens SPS defined by in situ fabrication has recently demonstrated an indistinguishability of 0.80 and an efficiency of 0.23 [26]. Another appealing approach is based on a QD inserted in a photonic nanowire (PW) antenna [14,15,27–36]. A broadband geometrical field-screening effect [30–32] suppresses spontaneous emission into radiation modes and ensures preferential coupling from the QD to the fundamental waveguide mode. There is no resonant Purcell effect and no cavity-emitter spectral alignment is required, which represents a major simplification in the fabrication. Using an integrated bottom mirror and a tapered tip to engineer the radiation pattern [33], high efficiency PW-SPSs have been demonstrated. An efficiency of 0.72 has been demonstrated for “needle”-like PWs taking benefit of a regular conical tapering of the output end [14]. A second generation of devices is based on the PW “trumpet” design with an inverted conical taper [34]. It has demonstrated an efficiency of 0.75 [15] and delivers an output beam with a Gaussian angular profile [35]. In addition, this approach is compatible with electrical contacting, and extension of the top nanowire diameter allows for either highly directive, Gaussian far-field emission or direct “butt” coupling to an optical fiber [35,36]. However, the absence of significant Purcell enhancement leads to slow spontaneous emission, potentially vulnerable to phonon-induced decoherence and spectral diffusion.
In this work, we extend the photonic trumpet design by implementing a weak cavity QED effect with the purpose of increasing the spontaneous emission rate via the Purcell effect. This is achieved by implementing a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) in the inverted conical taper. The resonant cavity QED effect introduced in this work is identical to that used for the micropillar SPS, however since the Purcell factor is proportional to Q/V and since the nanowire area is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of a typical micropillar, significant Purcell enhancement can be obtained for modest Q factors. Indeed, we will show that a Purcell factor of 6 for a remarkable 20 nm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the resonance is achievable combined with an efficiency of 0.8. So far, broadband Purcell enhancement from SPSs, typically exploiting plasmonic effects to decrease the mode volume, has been proposed previously [37,38], however at the cost of significantly reduced efficiency compared to our trumpet PW design approach. The combination of large Purcell enhancement and large efficiency, maintained over a broad operation bandwidth offer appealing perspectives to realize advanced quantum light sources. An accelerated photon emission rate lowers the relative influence of decoherence due to phonon interaction and spectral diffusion and is therefore expected to significantly improve the indistinguishability of the emitted photons. The proposed structure could thus find a first application to the realization of bright and largely tunable sources of indistinguishable single photons. In addition, this photonic structure is well suited to realize a bright source of polarization-entangled photon pairs which exploits the QD exciton-biexciton cascade. Indeed, the broad operation bandwidth naturally ensures an efficient collection of exciton and biexciton photons, while the Purcell effect alleviates the stringent requirements on the excitonic fine structure splitting [25].

The implementation of DBRs in PWs was initially suggested [39] for the PW laser as a means to reduce mirror loss and decrease the lasing threshold. Shortly after, the AlGaAs DBR was considered for the PW-SPS application [40]. In the latter work, it was shown that, for a wavelength $\lambda$ and a PW refractive index $n$, the reflectivity of the PW-DBR is significantly reduced for PW diameters below $\sim \lambda/n$ due to poor modal overlap of the fundamental mode in the GaAs/AlAs layers. While the overlap can be improved by reducing the index contrasts, this occurs at the expense of a reduction of the DBR reflectivity per layer leading to an unrealistic number of layer pairs required for near-unity reflectivity as well as significantly reduced bandwidth. For this reason, the DBR was not used as bottom mirror in the initial high-efficiency PW-SPSs [14, 15], which instead adopted a gold-silica mirror strategy [33,34,40]. Whereas the DBR is unsuitable as bottom mirror, the PW trumpet design allows for the implementation of a DBR as a top mirror in the inverted conical taper. This is achieved simply by placing the DBR in a taper region with sufficiently large diameter to ensure a good fundamental modal overlap. The ability of employing a DBR in the trumpet PW-SPS represents a unique asset of this design, which is fully exploited in this work.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the photonic trumpet geometry with DBR is introduced. Section 3 presents our single-mode model based on an element-splitting approach to describe the Purcell factor and the efficiency. In Section 4, the new elements of the SPS geometry are analyzed. The performance of the full design is studied in Section 5 and is discussed in Section 6. We conclude our work in Section 7. Finally, the Appendix provides additional element analyses as well as a detailed growth recipe for the structure.

2. Photonic trumpet geometry

The photonic nanowire is a vertical rotationally symmetric GaAs cylinder placed on a substrate [30]. The design is illustrated in Fig. 1. Single photons are emitted by an InAs QD assumed to be positioned on the axis of the nanowire. The QD is modeled as a point source with in-plane dipole moment, where the small perturbation due to the slightly modified refractive index profile of the QD is ignored. For an optimum nanowire radius, 96% of the emitted photons are coupled to the fundamental waveguide mode. The design is then conceptually divided into two sections. To control the light emission and ensure a good
coupling to the lens, the fundamental mode must undergo an adiabatic expansion to reduce the divergence of the output beam. This takes place in the top Section I, where we adopt the photonic trumpet design approach [34] featuring an inverted conical taper and a top silicon-nitride anti-reflection coating. Half of the emitted photons propagate towards the substrate, and the gold-silica mirror [40] in the bottom Section II is incorporated to reflect this light back towards the top. Such a mirror, which displays far superior properties compared to either a planar DBR, a bare metallic mirror or a DBR integrated in the PW, provides a 0.91 modal reflectivity for the fundamental HE_{11} guided mode. The bare trumpet design features no top mirror and gives rise to a relative spontaneous emission enhancement of only 1.8 due to the presence of the bottom metal mirror.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Refractive index</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>3.48 @ 925 nm a</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>2.99 @ 925 nm a</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>0.18 + 5.9i</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si₃N₄</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a A wavelength-dependent refractive index model [41] is used.

The aim of this work is to propose a design implementing a GaAs/AlGaAs DBR in the inverted conical taper allowing for the realization of a cavity QED effect in the weak coupling regime. Significant Purcell enhancement can be obtained by placing a DBR inside the original trumpet geometry design. However, this cavity QED effect introduces two trade-offs. For a bottom mirror with reflection coefficient of less than unity, the introduction of the top DBR will reduce the efficiency. There will thus be a trade-off between Purcell enhancement and efficiency. Additionally, the broadband performance of the original photonic nanowire design will be compromised due to the resonant cavity QED effect. Thus, the Purcell factor, the linewidth and the efficiency should be studied simultaneously to identify a suitable design.

![Fig. 1. The photonic trumpet SPS design featuring a DBR in the inverted taper. The structure is divided into a top taper element in Section I and a bottom metal mirror in Section II separated by the dotted line at the QD layer, where the QD is represented by the red triangle.](image-url)

The design wavelength is chosen to be $\lambda = 925$ nm, which is typical for InAs/GaAs QDs used in quantum optics experiments and devices, and the material parameters are listed in Table 1 for a temperature of $10^5$ K. A reduced 85% Al concentration was chosen in the AlGaAs layer to avoid potential oxidation of pure AlAs from the PW sidewalls. The exact growth recipe for the DBR is provided in Appendix C.
3. The elements-splitting approach

The SPS efficiency can be computed by placing a dipole emitter inside the full structure, computing the field and evaluating the far-field emission pattern of the full structure. Though rigorous, this procedure does not give direct insight into the governing physics. For this reason we employ a single-mode model based on a well-established element-splitting approach [33,34]. This approach allows us to separately analyze and optimize the various elements of the SPS design. The main assumption of the model is that the spontaneous emission rate into radiation modes $\Gamma_{\text{Rad}}$ for the full structure is identical to that of the infinite nanowire. The validity of this assumption has been confirmed by comparison with full calculations in previous works [33,34].

3.1 Model

We now consider the propagation of the fundamental HE$_{11}$ waveguide mode in the full structure illustrated in Fig. 1. The spontaneous emission rate from the QD into the HE$_{11}$ mode of an infinitely long uniform nanowire is $\Gamma_{\text{HE}_{11}}$, and the amplitude coefficients of the upwards and downwards propagating fundamental mode at the position of the QD layer are denoted $c_u$ and $c_d$. The coefficients $r_{11}^t$ and $r_{11}^b$ are the complex modal HE$_{11}$ reflection coefficients for the top and bottom reflectors respectively as seen from the QD layer, such that the phase term due to mode propagation from the QD layer to the DBR (metal mirror) and back is included in $r_{11}^t$ ($r_{11}^b$). Finally, $T_{11}$ and $\gamma_T$ are the power HE$_{11}$ transmission coefficients from the QD layer through the DBR and from the top of the DBR to the lens, respectively.

The efficiency $\varepsilon$ is evaluated as

$$\varepsilon = \frac{\gamma_c^2}{\Gamma_T},$$

where $\gamma = T_{11} \gamma_T$ is the total power transmission from the QD to the lens and $\Gamma_T$ is the total spontaneous emission rate. For a QD in an infinitely long nanowire, the amplitude coefficients are given by $c_u = c_d = c_0 \equiv \frac{\sqrt{\Gamma_{\text{HE}_{11}}}}{2}$. In the presence of the DBR and the metal mirror, the coefficients are given by

$$c_u = c_0 \frac{1 + r_{11}^b}{1 - r_{11}^t r_{11}^b},$$

$$c_d = c_0 \frac{1 + r_{11}^t}{1 - r_{11}^t r_{11}^b},$$

and the corresponding total spontaneous emission rate $\Gamma_T$ is computed as

$$\Gamma_T = \left(1 - |r_{11}^t|^2\right) |c_u|^2 + \left(1 - |r_{11}^b|^2\right) |c_d|^2 + \Gamma_{\text{Rad}}.$$

As for the efficiency, we would like to describe the spontaneous emission rate $\Gamma_M$ into the cavity mode as an explicit function of the scattering coefficients. A general expression for the rate $\Gamma_M$ normalized to the rate $\Gamma_0$ in a bulk material is given by

$$\frac{\Gamma_M}{\Gamma_0} = \text{Re} \left[ \frac{(1 + r_{11}^t)(1 + r_{11}^b)}{1 - r_{11}^b r_{11}^t} \right] \frac{\Gamma_{\text{HE}_{11}}}{\Gamma_0} \equiv \Gamma_p^G.$$

In its derivation no assumptions about the spatial and spectral QD-cavity alignment have been made, and Eq. (5) thus correctly describes the normalized emission rate into the HE11 mode at an arbitrary wavelength.

Now, the Purcell factor $F_P$ also describes the normalized spontaneous emission rate into the cavity mode and is traditionally given as

$$F_P = \frac{\Gamma_m}{\Gamma_0} = \frac{3}{4\pi^2} \frac{Q}{V} \left( \frac{\lambda}{n} \right)^3,$$

(6)

where $Q$ is the cavity quality factor and $V$ is the mode volume. Comparing Eqs. (5) and (6) we observe that both describe the normalized spontaneous emission rate into the cavity mode. While the ratio $Q/V$ is not explicitly present in Eq. (5), it appears implicitly via the reflection coefficients and the rate $\Gamma_{HE11}$, and the ratio $Q/V$ thus still governs the spontaneous emission rate of our single-mode model on resonance. However, a difference between the two expressions is that Eq. (6) only holds at the cavity resonance and for an emitter located on the field maximum, whereas Eq. (5) is valid for arbitrary wavelengths and emitter positions. We can thus consider Eq. (5) as a generalization of the Purcell factor valid at all wavelengths. This generalized Purcell factor $F_P^G$ should be understood as a local density of states at the position of the emitter well defined for all wavelengths, and our model thus correctly predicts both the efficiency and $F_P^G$ also in the off-resonance case. In the following we skip the $^G$ superscript for simplicity and refer to the generalized Purcell factor simply as the Purcell factor. We remark that the Eqs. (5) and (6) assume that the emitter linewidth is narrow compared to the cavity linewidth. If it is not, an integration over the electronic density of states must be performed [45–47]. For our low-$Q$ cavity, the cavity linewidth is indeed orders of magnitude larger than typical InAs QD emitter linewidths, and Eqs. (5) and (6) can be employed safely.

Finally, we compute the $Q$ factor using

$$Q = \frac{-\lambda_r}{2(1-|r_{11}^1|^2)} \frac{\partial}{\partial \lambda} \arg (r_{11}^1 r_{11}^b),$$

(7)

where $\lambda_r$ is the resonance wavelength such that $\arg (r_{11}^1 r_{11}^b) = 0$.

The elements-splitting approach thus allows us to analyze and optimize the scalar scattering coefficients $r_{11}^1$, $r_{11}^b$, $T_{11}$ and $\gamma_T$ and the spontaneous emission rates $\Gamma_{HE11}$ and $\Gamma_{Rad}$ separately. We use the single-mode model of Eqs. (1)-(7) to analyze the physics, however the scattering coefficients are calculated using a full model taking into account interactions with higher-order modes.

### 3.2 Initial analysis

Before analyzing the full geometry in detail, it is instructive to consider an initial evaluation of the Purcell factor and the efficiency on resonance as a function of the top mirror power reflection coefficient $R_{11}$. In order to get a feeling of the trade-off between the Purcell enhancement and the efficiency. In this initial analysis, we set $T_{11} = 1 - R_{11}$ and we choose $\Gamma_{HE11} = 0.88 \Gamma_0$, $\Gamma_{Rad} = 0.04 \Gamma_0$ and $\gamma_T = 0.92$ corresponding to realistic emission rates and taper transmission for an optimized nanowire geometry as discussed in more detail in Section 4 and in Appendices A and B. In this analysis we do not need to specify a value of the cavity length. The cavity length governs the linewidth as discussed in further detail in Section 5 as well as the spectral position of the resonance. However, in a Fabry-Perot cavity, the $Q$ factor and the mode volume $V$ are both linearly proportional to the cavity length, which when taking their
ratio in Eq. (6) then cancels out. The independence of $F_P$ on the cavity length is also observed explicitly in Eq. (5).

We first consider an almost ideal bottom mirror reflection coefficient of $R_{R_{bb}}^t = \frac{1}{1 + 0.99} = 0.99$. The corresponding 1D Purcell factor $F_{P,\text{Init}}$ and efficiency $\varepsilon_{\text{Init}}$ are shown in Fig. 2(a) as dashed curves.

![Fig. 2](image)

Fig. 2. (a) The 1D Purcell factor $F_{P,\text{Init}}$ (black) and the efficiency $\varepsilon_{\text{Init}}$ (red) as function of bottom power reflection coefficient $R_{bb}^t$. (b) The indistinguishability $\nu$ as function of $F_P$ for $\gamma_{PD} = 1/(6 \text{ ns})$ (black solid) and $\gamma_{PD} = 1/(0.92 \text{ ns})$ (red dashed).

In the absence of DBR, the maximum efficiency is 0.897 and the Purcell factor is 1.8 due to the presence of the bottom mirror. As $R_{R_{bb}}^t$ increases towards unity, an $F_{P,\text{Init}}$ exceeding 20 is obtained for a slightly reduced efficiency of 0.892. While highly desirable, this combination of high Purcell enhancement and efficiency relies on the near-unity reflectivity of the bottom mirror, and at present a design for such a bottom mirror compatible with our small photonic nanowire radius has not yet been proposed. Of the various bottom mirror designs studied so far [40], the gold-silica mirror provides the best performance with a reflection coefficient $R_{R_{bb}}^t$ of 0.91. The Purcell factor and the efficiency for this value are given in Fig. 2(a) as full curves. A Purcell factor $F_{P,\text{Init}}$ larger than 20 can still be obtained, however this high $F_{P,\text{Init}}$ comes at the price of significant reduction of the efficiency due to transmission loss in the bottom mirror. A reasonable compromise appears for a reflection $R_{R_{bb}}^t$ of 0.35 where an $F_{P,\text{Init}}$ of 6.3 is obtained combined with a maximum theoretical $\varepsilon_{\text{Init}}$ of 0.84. These numbers represent a relative improvement of more than 3 in the Purcell factor at a relative reduction in the efficiency of only 5%. We stress that the trade-off between high Purcell effect and high efficiency occurs due to the non-unity bottom mirror reflection.

The improvement in the indistinguishability of the emitted photons can be determined by considering a model for the indistinguishability $\nu$ in the Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment taking into account phonon-induced decoherence and spectral wandering. Assuming negligible timing-jitter (i.e. resonant excitation conditions), the indistinguishability of the emitted photons in the Purcell regime can be qualitatively captured by [11]

$$\nu = \frac{\Gamma_0 F_P + \Gamma_{\text{rad}}}{\Gamma_0 F_P + \Gamma_{\text{rad}} + 2\gamma_{PD}},$$

where $\gamma_{PD}$ is the dephasing rate, which in general will contain contributions from both phonon-induced processes and spectral diffusion. We note that while this simplistic model is expected to fully capture the effect of spectral diffusion and Purcell enhancement on the indistinguishability, coupling to phonons can be considerably more complicated, giving rise, for example, to phonon-modified emission rates which depend on the characteristics of the
QD in question, and which are not accounted for in the above expression [11,48]. These effects, however, are typically much weaker than the cavity-induced emission enhancement in which we are interested, and as such we adopt the simple model above which provides us with a qualitative understanding of how an increased Purcell factor can affect visibilities for generic QD samples. The implementation of the cavity introduces a phonon-induced dephasing of the zero-phonon line [11] absent in the bare taper geometry, and one effect which does require some consideration is the increased phonon-induced dephasing rate with an increased QD-cavity coupling strength [11,13]. Importantly, however, for a fixed QD-DBR distance \(h\), the Purcell factor in our SPS design can be improved by increasing the \(Q\) factor, with the QD-cavity coupling strength (inversely proportional to the square-root of the mode volume) remaining approximately constant. As such we do not expect dephasing caused by either phonons or spectral diffusion to change appreciably as a function of the Purcell factor. In fact, in contrast to the dependence on the coupling strength, it was shown in Ref. [13] that an increase of the quality factor can lead to a monotonous increase of the indistinguishability. This mechanism is not captured by our model above, meaning that for our design, increases in indistinguishability with \(F_P\) may in fact be faster than suggested by Eq. (8), which should therefore be considered a conservative estimate of the behavior with \(F_P\).

From Eq. (8) we can immediately see that since \(\gamma_{PD}\) does not depend on \(F_P\), the indistinguishability will increase with the Purcell factor \(F_P\) attaining higher values for smaller values of the dephasing rate \(\gamma_{PD}\). To give some experimentally feasible values, in Fig. 2(b) we plot the indistinguishability as a function of the Purcell factor for two fixed values of the total dephasing rate \(\gamma_{PD}\). We use the bulk QD emission rate of \(\Gamma_0 = 1/T_1 = 1/(1.16 \text{ ns})\) experimentally determined for a photonic trumpet device in [49]. In this work the Stark effect was not used to stabilize the local charge environment, and the dephasing time \(T_2 = 0.66 \text{ ns}\) was 3.5 times smaller than \(2T_1\) leading to a dephasing rate of \(\gamma_{PD} = 1/(0.92 \text{ ns})\) represented in Fig. 2(b) by the red dashed curve. As expected, the Purcell effect enhances the indistinguishability, which is increased from 0.3 to 0.7 for cavity with an \(F_P\) of 6.3. We also consider a dephasing rate of \(\gamma_{PD} = 1/(6 \text{ ns})\) illustrated by the black curve. This value is representative of current experiments [23,24] for which dephasing processes are largely suppressed. For this parameter we see that values of 95% and above ought to be feasible. Finally, we note that these numbers are representative of photons having immediately exited the device, which could in principle be increased by introducing spectral filtering [21], though this would necessarily impair the efficiency of the source.

### 4. Element analysis

We now discuss the performance of the two sections. These studies will subsequently allow us to analyze the efficiency, the Purcell enhancement and the \(Q\) factor. The computations are performed using an eigenmode expansion technique [50] with improved perfectly matched layers [51]. The taper sections are modeled using a staircase approximation [52].

The first two logical tasks in the photonic nanowire SPS design are the determination of the nanowire radius \(R_0\) at the position of the quantum dot allowing for efficient coupling to the fundamental HE_{11} mode and the determination of the opening angle and height of the bare taper geometry allowing for high transmission to the lens. These studies have been documented previously [32–35] and are presented in the Appendices A and B for completeness. Here, we simply summarize optimized parameters for the bare taper geometry in Table 2, and we refer the reader unfamiliar with the details of these calculations to the appendices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(R_0) (nm)</th>
<th>(R_{up}) ((\mu m))</th>
<th>Opening angle (\alpha) (°)</th>
<th>(h_T) (nm)</th>
<th>(\gamma) (0.4 NA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21557</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 Section I: DBR in trumpet geometry

We now incorporate the DBR mirror into the bare structure with parameters of Table 2. The DBR is placed at a distance \( h \) from the QD as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). To optimize the reflection, the layer thicknesses should be \( \lambda/4 \) optical wavelength. For a non-tapered DBR of fixed radius \( R \) such as that used in micropillar, the layer thickness \( t \) is trivially computed as

\[
t = \frac{\lambda}{4n_{\text{eff}}(R)},
\]

where \( n_{\text{eff}}(R) \) is the effective index of the layer evaluated for the fixed radius \( R \) [53]. For a tapered DBR, however, the radius \( R \) and thus \( n_{\text{eff}}(R) \) are varying along the nanowire axis. An opening angle of 10° leads to a modest effective index variation inside the layer, and we thus determine the layer thickness \( t \) from the effective index \( n_{\text{eff}}(R_e) \) computed at the evaluation radius \( R_e \) at the center of the layer. Now, \( R_e \) is a function of \( t \), which in turn depends on \( R_e \). Starting from the 0-order thickness \( t^{(0)} = \lambda / (4 n_{\text{bulk}}) \), we use an iterative scheme to compute subsequent orders of the evaluation radius and the layer thickness until convergence is obtained as described in detail in the Appendix.

The number of DBR layer pairs represents an additional degree of freedom. To identify an optimum number of layer pairs, we study in Fig. 3(b) the power reflection as function of the QD-DBR distance \( h \) for a varying number of DBR layer pairs. We observe that the reflection improves slightly as \( h \) is increased. This is due to an improved overlap between the HE_{11} mode profiles in the GaAs/AlGaAs layer as the DBR layer radii increase with \( h \). A large reflection above 0.7 is obtained for 10 DBR layer pairs. While this high reflection leads to strong Purcell enhancement, it also leads to strongly reduced efficiency due to an increased number of roundtrips in the cavity and bottom-mirror induced losses. However, we observe that a reflection of approximately 0.35 is obtained for 6 DBR layer pairs. According to the initial analysis in Section 3.2, 6 DBR layer pairs should result in a Purcell factor of about 7 at the minor price of a slightly reduced efficiency.

Additionally, it is important that the DBR remains adiabatic, i.e., the sum of the power reflection \( R_{11}^{(f)} \) and transmission \( T_{11} \) of the fundamental mode should equal 1. This sum is plotted in Fig. 3(c) as function of \( h \). We observe that the sum is generally above 0.95, indicating that the DBR indeed operates in an adiabatic regime.

4.2 Section II: Bottom metal mirror

Finally, we identify the geometrical parameters for the bottom metal mirror. The geometry is sketched in Fig. 4(a). The metal mirror generally provides a high broadband reflectivity. However, it is necessary to implement a silica spacer to avoid coupling to surface plasmons [40].

Having previously fixed \( R_0 = 114 \) nm and the opening angle \( \alpha = 10^\circ \), we first determine the ideal thickness of the silica layer \( h_g \). The power reflection coefficient \( R_{11}^{(f)} \) is shown in Fig.
4(b) as function of $R_0$ for three values of $h_g$. We observe that a maximum reflection is obtained for a silica thickness $h_g = 6$ nm. We remark that this value used in the following is almost a factor of two smaller than the optimum thickness of ~11 nm identified in previous works [33,34,40], which was estimated for a cylindrical shape of the PW segment in contact with the bottom mirror.

**Fig. 4.** (a) The bottom metal mirror geometry. Bottom metal mirror reflection (b) and optimum QD-mirror distance $h_b$ (c) as function of $R_0$ for varying $h_g$.

Furthermore, we need to choose the optimum QD-mirror distance $h_b$. The QD should be placed at a field antinode to ensure a maximum coupling to the HE$_{11}$ mode. The distance $h_b$ corresponding to the antinode is shown in Fig. 4(c). For our choices of $R_0$, $\alpha$, and $h_g$, the optimum distance ensuring that the quantum emitter is positioned at a field antinode is $h_b = 79$ nm. This number varies between 72 and 89 nm over the 14 nm range considered, indicating that the performance is somewhat sensitive to fabrication imperfections. The parameters for the bottom metal mirror are summarized in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_0$ (nm)</th>
<th>Opening angle $\alpha$ (°)</th>
<th>$h_g$ (nm)</th>
<th>$h_b$ (nm)</th>
<th>$R_{bb}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>114 nm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results for the full geometry

Having identified optimum geometrical parameters for the various elements, we now present the performance of the full photonic nanowire SPS implementing a DBR. The calculations are performed using the elements-splitting model presented in Section 3.1 with the geometrical parameters summarized in Tables 1-3.

5.1 Study for 6 DBR layer pairs

We initially fix the number of DBR layer pairs to 6 representing a good compromise between improved Purcell enhancement and high efficiency. Figure 5(a) presents the computed Purcell factor $F_P$ as function of QD-DBR distance $h$ and as function of wavelength $\lambda$. The introduction of the top DBR leads to the formation of a cavity and its resonance wavelengths thus depend on $h$. The resonances appear as slightly tilted lines with $F_P$ reaching up to 7.4. Between the resonances the Purcell factor drops to values as low as 0.5. For our design wavelength $\lambda$ of 925 nm, the resonances appear at approximately $h = 10$ nm, 200 nm, 380 nm and 550 nm. These values of $h$ lead to similar Purcell enhancement, with slightly increasing $F_P$ values for larger $h$ due to improved reflection with $h$ as discussed in Section 4.1.
However, when choosing \( h \) we should also consider the linewidth to ensure that our design remains as broadband as possible. Since the \( Q \) factor increases with the cavity length, an increased \( h \) will lead to a reduced linewidth. The spectral behavior of the Purcell factor is shown in Fig. 5(b) for \( h = 10 \) nm, 200 nm and 380 nm. The \( h = 10 \) nm value shows the broadest resonance with a FWHM of 29 nm. However, this close proximity of the AlGaAs layer to the QD layer may significantly decrease the quantum efficiency of the QDs. For our final design, we thus chose the next resonance appearing at \( h = 200 \) nm, which features an \( F_P \) value of 6.4 and a FWHM of 20 nm.

The total efficiency \( \varepsilon \) for this design is shown in Fig. 6(a). While the efficiency does display weak variations discussed in the following, we observe the very interesting phenomenon that the high efficiency is maintained over the entire parameter range. This occurs in striking contrast to the microcavity pillar-based SPS, where high efficiency is only obtained at resonance. The origin of this broadband high efficiency is the suppression of spontaneous emission into radiation modes \( \Gamma_{\text{Rad}} \), which is a characteristic feature of the photonic nanowire geometry, as discussed in Section 1. The Purcell factor may oscillate inside the parameter regime, however the mechanism ensuring efficient QD-HE\(_{11} \) mode coupling is the dielectric screening effect, not high enhancement, and high efficiency is thus maintained even for low \( F_P \). To verify this interpretation, we set \( \Gamma_{\text{Rad}} \) equal to the rate \( \Gamma_0 \) for a bulk medium by hand and examine the resulting efficiency for \( \lambda = 925 \) nm depicted as the black full curve in Fig. 6(b). We observe that the efficiency now depends strongly on \( F_P \) with maxima occurring exactly at the resonances illustrated in Fig. 5(a).

It is also of interest to understand the opposite limit with strongly suppressed background emission rate and we now set \( \Gamma_{\text{Rad}} = 10^{-3} \Gamma_0 \). Remarkably, the corresponding dotted yellow
curve in Fig. 6(b) displays the opposite behavior as compared to the previous case with maximum efficiencies at the QD-DBR heights $h$ corresponding to minima of the Purcell factor. This surprising tendency can be understood from an analysis of the variations of the $c_u$ and $c_d$ coefficients defined in Eqs. (2)-(3) and displayed in Fig. 6(c). For QD-DBR heights $h$ corresponding to a resonance, the reflection coefficients $r_{11}^t$ and $r_{11}^b$ both add up constructively with unity and the $c_u$ and $c_d$ coefficients take similar values. Since the bottom mirror geometry remains unchanged when $h$ is varied, the phase of $r_{11}^b$ doesn’t change and $r_{11}^b$ always adds up constructively with unity. However, the phase of $r_{11}^t$ strongly depends on the QD-DBR distance $h$ and off resonance $r_{11}^t$ adds up destructively with unity, leading to a significant relative suppression of the absolute square of the $c_d$ coefficient as compared to $c_u$ as observed in Fig. 6(c). Inspection of Eq. (4) then reveals that for strongly suppressed $c_d$ and $\Gamma_{\text{Rad}}$ coefficients, the total spontaneous emission rate will be dominated by its contribution in the forward direction.

The efficiency for the actual background rate $\Gamma_{\text{Rad}} = 0.04 \Gamma_0$ is displayed as the dashed red curve in Fig. 6(b). We observe that for this realistic $\Gamma_{\text{Rad}}$ value, we are at the boundary between the two regimes discussed previously with neither strong enhancement nor suppression of the efficiency at the resonances. This broadband high efficiency for a cavity QED system is a unique feature of the photonic nanowire SPS design approach. It allows for high efficiency even if the quantum emitter is not exactly on resonance and thus provides good tolerance towards spectral misalignment.

### Table 4. Microcavity mode volumes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Photonic trumpet ($h = 200$ nm)</th>
<th>Micropillar [23]</th>
<th>Photonic crystal L3 [54]</th>
<th>Photonic crystal H0 [55]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V$ ($\lambda/n)^3$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While our model for the Purcell factor Eq. (5) does not require the explicit calculation of the cavity mode volume $V$, it is instructive to compare its value for the photonic trumpet cavity to other state-of-the-art microcavity systems. The mode volume can be estimated from Eq. (6) from our knowledge of $F_P$ and $Q$. The resulting value is shown in Table 4 together with typical values for state-of-the-art microcavity systems. As expected, the mode volume of our design of $0.71$ ($\lambda/n)^3$ is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than that of a typical micropillar geometry. Additionally, it is comparable to values otherwise obtained only in planar structures, for which highly efficient outcoupling of light remains a challenge.

### 5.2 Study of variations of number of DBR pairs

In this section, we study the influence of the number of DBR layer pairs on the performance.

When increasing the number of DBR layer pairs, the Purcell factor is improved at the resonance wavelengths as shown in Fig. 7(a). The corresponding efficiency is shown in Fig. 7(b), and we observe that the improved Purcell enhancement comes at the cost of significantly reduced efficiency, as also discussed in Section 3.2. The Purcell factor as function of wavelength is depicted in Fig. 7(c), and we observe that the increase in reflectivity also influences the FWHM, which is reduced to 4 nm for 14 DBR layer pairs.
5.3 Tolerance study for spatial QD misalignment

Due to the length of the top taper, deterministic positioning using an in situ method is not immediate and the original demonstration [15] of the photonic trumpet SPS featured randomly positioned QDs. It is thus of relevance to understand the influence of spatial misalignment of the emitter in the lateral plane. In cylindrical coordinates, the dipole moment of a QD can be oriented either along the $r$ or the $\phi$ unit vectors as illustrated in Fig. 8(a), and for an off-axis emitter, the spontaneous emission rates into the HE$_{11}$ mode and into radiation modes are different for the two in-plane orientations. The rates $\Gamma^{r}_{HE_{11}}$ and $\Gamma^{\phi}_{HE_{11}}$ for an infinite nanowire are shown in Fig. 8(b) as function of emitter-axis distance $\rho$ together with the rates $\Gamma^{r}_{Rad}$ and $\Gamma^{\phi}_{Rad}$ all normalized to the rate $\Gamma_0$ in a bulk medium. While the rates into the fundamental mode display similar behavior, the orientation has significant influence on the spontaneous emission rate into radiation modes. For the $r$ orientation, this emission is suppressed in most of the nanowire, whereas it increases rapidly for increasing $\rho$ for the $\phi$ orientation. The coupling to the fundamental waveguide mode is usually quantified using the spontaneous emission $\beta$ factor defined as $NW_{HE_{11}} T / \beta = \Gamma_{HE_{11}}^{T} / \Gamma_0$, where $NW_{HE_{11}}^{SW} = \Gamma_{HE_{11}}^{T} + \Gamma_{Rad}$ is the total emission rate for the infinite nanowire. The corresponding $\beta$ factors are presented in Fig. 8(c). We observe that, while $\beta^{r}$ remains high, $\beta^{\phi}$ drops quickly for increasing $\rho$. Additionally, we may consider an emitter with isotropic in-plane emission. The corresponding $\beta^{i}$ can be computed using $\Gamma_{HE_{11}}^{T} = (\Gamma_{HE_{11}}^{T} + \Gamma_{HE_{11}}^{i}) / 2$ and $\Gamma_{Rad} = (\Gamma_{Rad}^{r} + \Gamma_{Rad}^{\phi}) / 2$, and we observe that $\beta^{i}$ remains above 0.59 when the emitter is closer to the axis than to the nanowire boundary.
Fig. 8. (a) Lateral nanowire geometry with an off-axis QD. (b) Normalized spontaneous emission rates as function of emitter-axis distance \( \rho \) for dipole moments aligned along \( r \) and \( \phi \). (c) Associated \( \beta \) factors for the infinite nanowire. The efficiency \( \epsilon \) of a photonic nanowire SPS featuring (d) a bare taper and (e) a taper implementing a DBR. (f) Associated Purcell factor. \( \lambda = 925 \text{ nm} \) and \( R_0 = 114 \text{ nm} \).

The efficiency for the full photonic trumpet geometry in the absence of DBR mirror is plotted in Fig. 8(d). The absence of the DBR leads to a maximum efficiency of 0.89 for an on-axis emitter. As the emitter is displaced from the axis, the efficiencies largely reproduce the behavior observed for the \( \beta \) factors in Fig. 8(d), and we observe that the efficiency is above 0.66 for an isotropic emitter closer to the center than the boundary. We now study the efficiency presented in Fig. 8(e) for a taper implementing a DBR with 6 layer pairs. While the general behavior consisting of a reduced efficiency for the \( \phi \) orientation is reproduced, this geometry benefits from the Purcell enhancement of the spontaneous emission into the cavity mode leading to an improved tolerance towards spatial misalignment. Indeed, we observe that the efficiency is above 0.73 for an isotropic emitter closer to the center than the boundary and the efficiency is now larger than 0.32 even for a QD at the very boundary. For photonic trumpets with randomly positioned QDs, we reach the surprising conclusion that the implementation of a DBR may actually improve the efficiency as compared to the bare case.

Finally, the influence of misalignment on the Purcell factor is presented in Fig. 8(f). Since \( F_P \) is proportional to \( I_{HE_{11}} \) which in turn is proportional to the electric field strength of the \( HE_{11} \) mode along the orientation of the dipole, the Purcell factor simply reflects the Gaussian-shaped lateral field profile of the fundamental mode. For the isotropic dipole, we observe that the Purcell factor remains above 3.5 for an emitter closer to the axis than the boundary.

5.4 Tolerance study of the taper opening angle \( \alpha \)

The growth recipe presented in the Appendix is optimized for an opening angle of \( \alpha = 10^\circ \). In this section, we investigate the performance of a design based on the growth recipe, where the opening angle \( \alpha \) is varied to understand the tolerance towards fabrication imperfections. In this study we assume that \( R_0 = 114 \text{ nm} \) and \( h_T = 21557 \text{ nm} \). Variations in \( \alpha \) thus lead to variations in the top radius \( R_{\text{top}} \).
The DBR reflection coefficient $R_{11}$ is plotted in Fig. 9(a) as function of wavelength. The maximum reflection increases slightly with $\alpha$ due to improved DBR performance for the resulting larger DBR layer diameters as discussed in Section 4.1. The position of maximum reflection redshifts for increasing tapering angles. The consequence for the resonance wavelength is shown in Fig. 9(b), and we observe that the effect of an increase (decrease) in the opening angle on the Purcell factor is a red (blue) shift of the resonance. Additionally, the Purcell factor is slightly improved for larger angles due to the improvement in $R_{11}$. The efficiency is depicted in Fig. 9(c), which shows that the influence of variations of the opening angle on $\varepsilon$ is only a few percent within the regime studied.

6. Discussion

The design proposed in this paper features a Purcell factor on resonance of 6.4 with a remarkable 20 nm linewidth enabled by the ultrasmall mode volume $V_{0.71}(\lambda/n)^3$. Let us now discuss how the performance could be further improved.

The mode volume $V$ of the design is governed mainly by the choice of $R_0$ and $h$. The nanowire radius $R_0$ cannot be reduced significantly as the nanowire quickly becomes too thin to support a well-confined mode. Also, $h$ has already been chosen as small as possible to reduce the cavity length. The Purcell factor can be increased by improving the $Q$ factor of the cavity, e.g. using a large number of DBR layer pairs. However, the broadband nature of the photonic nanowire approach represents a key asset enabling broadband tuning and entangled photon pair generation. An increase in $Q$ will reduce the linewidth of our design and thus requires careful consideration.

The efficiency of our design is reduced by 6% compared to the bare trumpet taper without DBR. Increasing the Purcell enhancement by increasing the DBR reflectivity leads to significantly reduced efficiency. However, this trade-off can be overcome by increasing the bottom mirror reflection coefficient. The metal-silica bottom mirror with a fairly high reflection of 0.9 and fairly simple flip-chip fabrication has represented an attractive bottom mirror strategy for the photonic nanowire SPS. However, in the pursuit of near-unity efficiency, a higher bottom mirror reflection will be needed. Such a bottom mirror can be realized as, e.g., another inverted DBR taper section leading to a photonic nanowire with hour-glass shape, and the development of a new fabrication technique allowing the production of such geometry would thus be desirable.

The proposed photonic nanowire design implements a weak cavity QED effect, and a comparison with the microcavity pillar SPS design is natural. A major difference between the two is the spectral alignment. In the photonic nanowire SPS, the efficiency is insensitive to the alignment. The full Purcell enhancement is still only obtained on resonance, however the 20 nm linewidth results in a reasonable chance of spectral overlap with a QD. Additionally, this linewidth should be sufficient to observe entangled photon emission from the exciton-
biexciton cascade. Furthermore, the broad linewidth paves the way for tunable single indistinguishable photon emission enabling e.g. frequency locking to a well-known atomic transition [56,57]. This tuning can be realized by implementing metal contacts [34] and using the Stark effect, or by applying mechanical stress on the QD, which allows for a large tuning range [58]. On the other hand, for a micropillar SPS with a typical $Q$ factor of the order of a few thousand, an in situ fabrication technique allowing for spectral alignment [22] is in practice a requirement to achieve high efficiency, Purcell enhancement and indistinguishability. Additionally, the tunability is limited by the narrow linewidth.

While our design does not require an in situ fabrication technique, the possibility of controlling spectral and spatial alignment is clearly attractive. However, with typical taper heights of 10-30 μm, the identification of QDs with current in situ techniques appears unfeasible. Also, whereas the coupling of the micropillar cavity mode to the lens can be made arbitrarily close to unity using a highly asymmetric pillar design, the efficiency of the photonic nanowire SPS is limited by the metal mirror reflection coefficient of 0.9. The implementations of spectral and spatial alignment as well as a significantly higher bottom mirror reflection strategy thus represent open challenges for future photonic nanowire SPS development.

7. Conclusion

This article presents a complete photonic nanowire SPS design based on the inverted trumpet taper and implementing a weak cavity effect. The cavity is realized by implementing a DBR in the trumpet allowing for Purcell-enhanced spontaneous emission, which acts to reduce the impact of decoherence sources on photon indistinguishability.

We have proposed a simple model based on an elements-splitting approach to describe the Purcell enhancement, the $Q$ factor and the total SPS efficiency. All the elements of the design were analyzed in detail for a GaAs-based SPS. A bare trumpet was initially studied and geometrical parameters were identified allowing for a transmission of 0.92 to the Gaussian profile of a 0.4 NA lens. Subsequently, the DBR was incorporated. The resulting Purcell enhancement was analyzed as function of DBR position and wavelength. Furthermore, the influence of the number of DBR layer pairs and the taper opening angle was studied.

It was shown that the use of 6 DBR layer pairs represents a good compromise between high Purcell enhancement and efficiency. Indeed, a Purcell factor of 6.4 is achieved combined with a FWHM linewidth of 20 nm and a maximum total SPS efficiency of 0.8. Larger Purcell factors are easily obtained by increasing the number of DBR layer pairs, at the cost of decreased efficiency and operation bandwidth.

Finally, we have compared our design to the micropillar SPS design approach, and we have outlined future open challenges within photonic nanowire SPS engineering.
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Appendix A: QD in GaAs nanowire

In this section we identify the nanowire radius at the position of the QD for maximum coupling to the fundamental $HE_{11}$ mode. Let us consider the infinite nanowire geometry illustrated in Fig. 10(a) with a QD with in-plane dipole moment placed in the center. The total spontaneous emission rate $\Gamma_T^{\infty}$ for the infinite nanowire geometry as well as the rates $\Gamma_{HE_{11}}^{\infty}$ into the fundamental mode and $\Gamma_{\text{Rad}}^{\infty}$ into radiation modes are shown in Fig. 10(b) as function of nanowire radius $R_0$. The rates are normalized to the value $\Gamma_0$ in a bulk GaAs material.
Fig. 10. (a) Infinite nanowire geometry. (b) Normalized spontaneous emission rates as function of nanowire radius $R_0$. (c) Spontaneous emission $\beta$ factor as function of $R_0$ for $\lambda = 925$ nm (black full curve) and as function of $\lambda$ for $R_0 = 114$ nm (red dashed curve).

For short radii, the spontaneous emission is suppressed due to a geometrical field-screening effect [31]. However, for larger radii almost all of the emitted light is coupled to the HE11 mode. This preferential coupling is quantified using the spontaneous emission $\beta$ factor defined as $\beta = \Gamma_{HE11} / \Gamma_T$ and plotted in Fig. 10(c) as function of $R_0$ and wavelength $\lambda$.

Inspection of the full black curve reveals a $\beta$ above 0.9 over a 40 nm range indicating good tolerance towards fabrication imperfection. Furthermore, a maximum $\beta$ of 0.96 is obtained for $R_0 = 114$ nm, where $\Gamma_{HE11} = 0.04 \Gamma_0$ and the spontaneous emission into radiation modes is as low as $\Gamma_{rad} = 0.04 \Gamma_0$. The wavelength dependence for this value of $R_0$ is given by the red dashed curve. It is almost flat over the 50 nm wavelength range, and this efficient broadband coupling is a key asset of the photonic nanowire design approach.

**Appendix B: Bare trumpet geometry**

In this section, we identify geometrical parameters ensuring high transmission to the lens for the bare taper geometry in the absence of a DBR. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 11(a). The ideal refractive index $n_{AR}$ of the anti-reflection (AR) coating is $n_{AR} = \sqrt{n_{GaAs}} = 1.87$. We choose silicon nitride as AR material with an index of 1.99 sufficiently close to the ideal value to provide a transmission of 0.996. The thickness $h_{AR}$ of the anti-reflection coating is chosen as $\lambda/(4n_{Si3N4})$ and $R_0$ is fixed at 114 nm as discussed earlier.

Fig. 11. (a) Illustration of the bare trumpet in absence of DBR. (b) Contour plot with lines defining transmission $\gamma$ above 0.9 for the numerical apertures listed in the figure. The cross marks the chosen bare parameters in Table 2. Reprinted from Ref. [35] with the permission of AIP Publishing.

Let us now study the transmission $\gamma$ to the lens as function of the total taper height $h_T$ and the top nanowire radius $R_{top}$ to determine an optimum parameter set. The calculation of $\gamma$ includes an overlap integral with a Gaussian function, and $\gamma$ thus represents the transmission...
to a Gaussian mode profile. The computed transmission is given in Fig. 11(b). The contour lines define the parameters for which the transmission is equal to 0.9 for a lens with given numerical aperture (NA). For small values of $R_{\text{top}}$ and $h_T$, a large NA lens is required. For a fixed $R_{\text{top}}$, an increasing taper height $h_T$ leads to an improved adiabatic transition of the HE$_{11}$ mode [35] and the transmission to the lens is improved. For a fixed value of $h_T$, an extension of the top radius $R_{\text{top}}$ initially leads to improved transmission, until the point where the adiabatic transition breaks down. Generally, for high transmission a large taper height is preferred [35].

For our design, we choose a realistic opening angle of 10° comparable to that of previously fabricated photonic trumpets [15,35] and a top nanowire radius $R_{\text{top}}$ of 2 μm. These geometrical parameters, summarized in Table 2, represent a good compromise allowing for high transmission $\gamma$ of 0.92 while keeping a reasonable size of the structure.

**Appendix C: Growth recipe**

Here we present the growth recipe for the geometry with parameters listed in Tables 1-3 for a QD-DBR distance $h$ of 200 nm. The thicknesses of the DBR layers should be chosen to ensure that each layer is $\frac{1}{4}$ optical wavelength. However, the effective index of the fundamental mode varies with position inside each layer.

![Fig. 12. The DBR mirror geometry.](image)

Refering to Fig. 12, the thickness $t_j$ of the DBR layer $j$ is computed from

$$t_j \equiv t^{(1)}_j = \frac{\lambda}{4n_{\text{eff}}(R^{(1)}_{j,e})},$$

(9)

where $n_{\text{eff}}(R^{(1)}_{j,e})$ represents the effective index of the HE$_{11}$ mode computed at the evaluation radius $R^{(1)}_{j,e}$. This radius is determined as

$$R^{(1)}_{j,e} = R_{j,b} + \frac{\tan \theta}{2} t^{(0)}_j.$$

(10)

Here $R_{j,b}$ refers to the radius at the bottom of the layer $j$, the side-wall angle $\theta$ equals $\alpha/2$ and $t^{(0)}_j = \frac{\lambda}{4n_j}$ is the ideal thickness of a 1D DBR layer.

This procedure represents the first iteration of a loop where $(R^{(2)}_{j,e}, t^{(2)}_j)$, $(R^{(3)}_{j,e}, t^{(3)}_j)$ etc. are evaluated until convergence is obtained. However, $t^{(1)}_j$ and $t^{(2)}_j$ differ by less than a nm and thus the thickness $t^{(1)}_j$ from the first order is retained.
### Table 5. Growth recipe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer #</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness <em>h</em> (Å)</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>QD-Metal mirror distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>InAs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>QD layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td><em>h</em> = 200 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>1182</td>
<td>1st DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>2nd DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>3rd DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>4th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>5th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>6th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>7th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>8th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>9th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>10th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>11th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>12th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>13th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Al_{0.85}Ga_{0.15}As</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>14th DBR pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td><em>h</em>(_{\text{final}})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Si(_3)N(_4)</td>
<td>1162</td>
<td>AR coating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This growth recipe (Table 5) includes thickness information for up to 14 DBR layer pairs. A reduced number of layer pairs can be implemented simply by skipping the last pairs. The final GaAs layer thickness _h_\(_{\text{final}}\) is given by

\[
h_{\text{Final}} = h_{\text{T}} - \sum_{j=3}^{j_{\text{max}} \varepsilon} t_j.
\]

where _j_{\text{max}} \varepsilon_ is the last AlGaAs layer included.

In the case of 6 DBR layers pairs, the DBR pairs from 7 to 14 would be skipped and _j_{\text{max}} \varepsilon_ = 14. For the geometrical parameters of Table 2, a _h_\(_{\text{Final}}\) of 203655 Å is obtained.